The computational treatment of emotion in natural language text remains relatively limited, and Arabic is no exception. This is partly due to lack of labeled data. In this work, we describe and manually validate a method for the automatic acquisition of emotion labeled data and introduce a newly developed data set for Modern Standard and Dialectal Arabic emotion detection focused at Robert Plutchik's 8 basic emotion types. Using a hybrid supervision method that exploits first person emotion seeds, we show how we can acquire promising results with a deep gated recurrent neural network. Our best model reaches 70% Fscore, significantly (i.e., 11%, p < 0.05) outperforming a competitive baseline. Applying our method and data on an external dataset of 4 emotions released around the same time we finalized our work, we acquire 7% absolute gain in F-score over a linear SVM classifier trained on gold data, thus validating our approach.
Introduction
Emotion is a key aspect of human life, and hence emotion detection systems are poised to have a wide array of applications from health and wellbeing to user profiling, education, and marketing, among others. Compared to prediction of simple valence (i.e., positive vs. negative sentiment) (Wiebe et al., 2004; Pang and Lee, 2004; Balahur and Steinberger, 2009; Liu, 2012; Rosenthal et al., 2017; Yang and Eisenstein, 2017) , natural language processing work on emotion recognition still suffers from the bottleneck of labeled data. This is true for the Arabic language. With the exception of Abdul-Mageed et al. (2016) who develop data for Ekman's (Ekman, 1992) 6 basic emotions {anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise} and another dataset released very recently as part of SemEval 2018 (Mohammad and Kiritchenko, 2018 ) that focuses on the 4 emotions {anger, fear, joy, sadness}, there are no datasets we know of for the language. In this paper, we seek to partially bridge this gap by creating a larger dataset and expanding to Robert Plutchik's list of 8 primary emotions (Plutchik, 1985 (Plutchik, , 1994 (which adds anticipation and trust to Ekman's list). In particular, we describe a newly developed, human-labeled dataset using an approach based on emotion phrase seeds from Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and Dialectal Arabic (DA). In the process, we also seek to enhance the annotation procedure adopted by (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2016) who ask judges to label emotion existence (i.e., whether there is emotion or not) and emotion intensity (i.e., the degree of emotion arousal when an emotion exists) as a single task (rather then two stages). We believe a single stage set up can cause annotator cognitive overload and empirically show how a more simplified, two-stage annotation process yields higher annotator inter-rater reliability.We then proceed to show the utility of exploiting data acquired with our method to develop emotion detection models, including supervised, distant supervised, and hybridly-supervised (i.e., a mixture of supervised and distant supervised). We also validate our method of data acquisition on an external dataset (i.e., (Mohammad and Kiritchenko, 2018) ), further proving its usefulness in capturing emotion signal. Finally, training on machine translation (MT) data, we acquire initial results that may be suggesting emotion does not translate (i.e., it may not be possible to successfully build emotion detection systems using MT).
Overall, we offer the following contributions: (1) We extend a first-person seed phrase approach introduced by (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2016) for emotion data collection from 6 to 8 emotion categories, and improve on the annotation procedure, acquiring higher agreement between the judges, (2) we introduce a new dataset for MSA and DA emotion that is over double the size of their data (i.e., 7, 268 vs. 2, 984 tweets), (3) we introduce a hybrid supervision method and apply it to develop promising emotion detection models using a powerful deep gated recurrent neural network (GRU), and (4) we explore the utility of MT in the context of emotion detection, hoping our data-driven findings will lead to work enhancing our understanding of emotion.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is a review of related work. Section 3 is an overview of the different datasets acquired and used in our work. Section 4 is a description of both the first-person seed phrase approach to data acquisition and the annotation study we performed. Section 5 is about our methods, and 6 is where we introduce our models and describe negative experiments with MT. We conclude in Section 7.
Related Work
There is a small, but growing, body of NLP literature on emotion. A number of papers have focused on creating datasets for emotion detection. The SemEval 2007 Affective Text task (Strapparava and Mihalcea, 2007) focused on emotion annotation and classification where a dataset of 1, 250 news headlines was human labeled with the 6 basic emotions of Ekman (Ekman, 1972) and provided to participants. Similarly, Aman and Szpakowicz (2007) describe an emotion annotation and classification task on blog post data of 4, 090 sentences. The data were collected with identified emotion seeds words. Aman and Szpakowicz (2007) point out that the annotators received no training, but were given samples of annotated sentences to illustrate Ekman's 6 types of emotions. Annotators also labeled the data for mixed-emotion and no-emotion. In addition, annotators were required to assign emotion intensity tags from the set {low, medium, high} to all emotion-carrying sentences (thus excluding sentences tagged with no-emotion). Our work differs from these in that we focus on Arabic and the Twitter domain.
A number of works use emotion hashtags (e.g., #happy, #sad) as a way of automatically labeling data for emotion (i.e., distant supervision) (Mintz et al., 2009 ). These include Mohammad (2012) ; Mohammad and Kiritchenko (2015) ; Wang et al. (2012) ; Volkova and Bachrach (2016) ; Abdul-Mageed and Ungar (2017) . For example, Mohammad (2012) collects a corpus of 50, 000 tweets using seed words corresponding to the 6 Ekman emotions and exploits it for building emotion models. More recently, Mohammad and Bravo-Marquez (2017) label a dataset of 7, 097 tweets with emotion intensity tags for the four emotions {anger, fear, joy, sadness} using a method they refer to as best-worst annotation . They describe the method as producing reliable labels.
In a similar vein, Wang et al. (2012) collect a large emotion corpus (N= 5 million) for 5 of Ekman's 6 basic emotions (skipping disgust), but adding love and thankfulness using a seed set of 131 hashtags representing these emotions. The authors then randomly sample 400 tweets and label them manually with a tag from the set relevant, irrelevant. Abdul-Mageed and Ungar (2017) also collect a large dataset of English tweets using 665 hashtags representing 24 different types of emotions. The authors also perform a manual annotation study showing the utility of using hashtags as labels. Other work includes Yan and Turtle (2016) who use crowdsourcing and lab-controlled conditions to label a dataset of 15, 553 tweets that they then exploit to build baseline models. Related to our work is also scholarship on mood (Nguyen, 2010; De Choudhury et al., 2012) which also depend on collecting data using seed words. Our work also falls under distant supervision, but is different in that we use seed expressions, rather than hashtags. Our data collection method is most similar to Abdul-Mageed et al. (2016) , who also use phrase seeds to acquire tweets for Ekman's 6 basic emotions, but we extend the work to 8 emotions, expand the list of seed expressions used, improve on the manual annotation study, and empirically validate the method on the practical emotion modeling task both on our data and on an external dataset. Our work also has affinity to works on Arabic text classification (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2011; Refaee and Rieser, 2014; Abdul-Mageed et al., 2014; Nabil et al., 2015; Salameh et al., 2015; Abdul-Mageed, 2017 , 2018 Alshehri et al., 2018; ), but we focus on emotion.
ploiting the Twitter API 1 using a seed set of emotion-carrying expressions following AbdulMageed et al. (2016) . More specifically, we use a list of seeds for each of the Plutchik 8 primary emotions from the set: {anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, trust}. As such, we add anticipation and trust to the 6 categories Abdul-Mageed et al. (2016) work with. In this approach, we collect all tweets where a seed phrase appears in the tweet body text. Note this approach is only conditioned on a given phrase existing in the tweet text as captured by a regular expression. Each phrase is composed of the first person pronoun (Eng. "I") + a seed word expressing an emotion, e.g., (Eng. "happy"). We also follow Abdul-Mageed et al. (2016) in choosing the seed expressions such that they capture data representing Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) as well as Dialectal Arabic (DA). For wider coverage, we expand Abdul-Mageed et al. (2016) 's seeds from 23 to 48 expressions and only include seeds based on complete agreement between two native speakers of the language. From each of the 8 emotion categories, we select 1, 000 tweets with seeds from our list for annotation (total =8, 000). We ask annotators to manually remove any duplicates in the data, yielding a total of 7, 268 tweets, which we refer to as LAMA. To validate this phrase-based approach for emotion data collection, we ask 4 native Arabic speakers to manually label LAMA.
LAMA-DIST: The rest of our dataset acquired with the same seed approach comprises 405, 588 tweets that we automatically clean using a strict pipeline: We remove all re-tweets, use the Python library pandas 2 "drop duplicates" method to compares the tweet texts of all the tweets after normalizing character repetitions [all consecutive characters of > 2 to 2] and user mentions (as detected by a string starting with an "@" sign). We then only keep tweets with a minimal length of 5 words. This procedure leaves us with a total of 182, 690 tweets. We call these LAMA-DIST.
DINA: We acquire the DINA dataset from Abdul-Mageed et al. (2016) and use it in our experiments as we describe in 6.4.
MT-DIST: We use Google Translate to convert the Twitter English dataset from Abdul-Mageed and Ungar (2017) into Arabic and exploit the data to explore the utility of using MT for emo-1 https://dev.twitter.com/. 2 http://pandas.pydata.org/.
tion detection. The data are collected using hashtags representing the same 8 primary emotions we work with. Similar to e.g., Mohammad (2012); Wang et al. (2012) the tweets only involve emotion hashtags occurring in the end of tweets, that have a minimal length 5 words, and tweets with URLs, retweets, etc. are filtered out. An annotation study was performed by the authors (i.e., (Abdul-Mageed and Ungar, 2017) ) to validate use of hashtags in this dataset, with 'substantial' interannotator agreement over > 5, 000 randomly sampled tweets. In total, we use 756, 663 tweets that we translate into Arabic. We refer to this dataset as MT-DIST.
SE-18: We use the SemEval 2018 (Mohammad and Kiritchenko, 2018) Arabic data (SE-18) developed for the 4 emotion categories {anger, fear, joy, sadness}. Since SE-18 is recently released, only the training and development splits are available. The dataset was collected using emotion-related words and comprises a total of 4, 037 tweets. Table 1 provides statistics of the various datasets we exploit in our experiments. We now turn to describing the annotation study we performed on LAMA to validate our first-person phrase seeds approach.
Annotation

Background
The goal of the annotation is to identify tweets carrying the category of emotion expressed by a given phrase from a set of phrase seeds related to each type of emotion. Conceptualized from this perspective, the annotation process is intrinsically a relevance task where a tweet is judged as relevant (i.e., carrying the single emotion expressed by the seed phrase) or irrelevant (i.e., carrying no emotion at all or > 1 emotion type). Additionally, our goal is to identify the intensity of the emotion in relevant tweets: Given a tweet carrying a single emotion, we direct it to one of three intensity bins. As such, we provide annotators with a tweet where one seed phrase occurs and ask them to approach the task as a two-stage process. In stage one, annotators apply a binary decision using tags from the set {relevant, irrelevant}. In stage two, they apply an emotion intensity tag from the set {low, medium, high} to all those data points where a relevant label was assigned in the first stage. Again, note that we instruct annotators that assigning the label relevant means the tweet carries the single emotion expressed by the seed phrase. To illustrate an annotation scenario, given a tweet like (En "I'm so happy I visited mom yesterday"), where the seed phrase (Eng. "I'm happy") indicative of the emotion type "joy" occurs, judges are asked whether the tweet carries the respective single "joy" emotion (i.e., relevant) or not (i.e., it either carries no emotion or more than one emotion and hence is irrelevant). Judges are then tasked to assign one of the intensity labels to that specific tweet if it is labeled relevant in stage one. We note that our emotion intensity procedure is similar to Aman and Szpakowicz (2007) . To illustrate the irrelevant class, even though a tweet like (Eng. "Whenever the reporter asked him how he is doing, he answered 'I'm glad'.") has the same phrase (Eng. "I'm glad") as the previous example, an annotator may decide it does not overall communicate "joy" (i.e., irrelevant). Importantly, cast as a two-stage process, our annotation procedure is simpler than Abdul-Mageed et al. (2016) 's single stage set-up where judges are asked to assign one of 4 labels one of which represents zero emotion and the rest represent emotion intensity. We believe a two-stage tagging process reduces annotator cognitive overload. As we explain further in Section 4.2, this simplified set-up may be responsible for us acquiring better interannotator agreement (Kappa (K) = 0.75) than Abdul-Mageed et al. (2016) (Kappa (K) = 0.51).
To enable the annotation process and ensure quality, we prepared an annotation guidelines tutorial in the form of a set of presentation slides explaining the overall task, the different emotion categories, the seed expressions chosen to represent each emotion type, and examples of each category. Annotators attended an initial session where the tutorial was shared with them and an expert with native fluency of several Arabic varieties and full knowledge of the task trained them. We had 4 annotators, all of whom are native speakers of Arabic with graduate education. The judges had high proficiency in MSA and reasonable fluency in DA (several dialects). Annotators were advised to consult with one another, consult online sources, and eventually get back to us on cases where a given dialect was not intelligible. Each of the 4 judges labeled data for 2 emotion types. For inter-rater agreement, we chose a sample of 100 labeled tweets from each of the 8 emotions to be double-tagged by the 5th judge. We measure inter-annotator agreement using Cohen's (Cohen, 1960) Kappa and also calculate the percentage of per-class agreement. We now turn to describing findings from the annotation study.
Annotation Study
Do Seed Expressions Capture Emotion? The main goal of the annotation task is to acquire emotion carrying data that we can exploit in computational models. Hence, the most significant question we had is: "To what extent can first-person seed expressions help capture emotion-carrying data?". Considering the labels assigned by the judges, it turns out that, on average, two judges (middle column in Table 2 ) agree to assign the relevant tag (i.e., one or another of the emotion intensity tags) 86% of the time, whereas one judge (last column in Table 2 )) assigns it 89% of the time. Table 2 also shows that our seeds are stronger cues for presence of the respective emotion in some cases more than others. For example, in the case of anticipation, judges decided that 99% of the data are relevant (i.e., carry the anticipation emotion), compared to 57% of the data in the case of anger. We now describe hand-labeling the data for emotion intensity.
Can We Consistently Label Intensity? To answer the question as to whether, and if so to what extent, we can label emotion intensity, we asked judges to assign one of three intensity tags from the set {low, medium, high}. As Table 2 shows, on average, judges agree on these fine-grained labels with a Cohen's Kappa (K) = 75%, thus reflecting 'substantial' agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977) . Observably, we acquire higher interannotator agreement (Kappa (K) = 75%) than (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2016 ) (Kappa (K) = 51%). As we mentioned earlier, this may be a result of our simplified, two-stage annotation set up where judges assign relevant-irrelevant tags before they assign intensity labels. 3 We now turn to introducing our methods.
Methods
Deep Gated Recurrent Neural Networks: For our core modeling, we use Gated Recurrent Neural Networks (GRNNs) (Cho et al., 2014; Chung et al., 2015) . Like Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) , GRUs constitute a modern variation of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) capable of cap-turing long-term dependencies while side-walking the problems of vanishing/exploding gradients (Bengio et al., 1994; Pascanu et al., 2013) . GRUs are simpler than LSTMs, and tend to run faster usually without sacrificing performance, and so we opt for using them. We run an extensive set of experiments, tuning parameters on our dev data. Once we identified the architecture that worked best on most settings, we fix it across all our experiments. Our GRU architecture is as follows: We use a vocabulary size of 50K words, a word embedding vector of 300 dimensions learnt directly from the training data, and an input maximum length of 30 words. We use three hidden GRU layers, each with 1, 000 units 4 . For regularization, we use a dropout (Hinton et al., 2012) of 0.5 after the first hidden layer. We use the Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimizer, setting our learning rate to 0.001. We use a mini-batch (Cotter et al., 2011) size of 128, and run for 4 epochs. For our loss function, we use categorical cross-entropy.
Baseline classifiers: For comparison, we use an SVM classifier with a linear kernel. Since some of our experiments involve larger datasets than what SVMs can handle within memory bounds, we follow Abdul-Mageed and Ungar (2017) in using 4 additional online classifiers: Multinomial Naive Bayes, Passive Aggressive Classifier, Perceptron, and linear SVMs trained with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SVM-SGD). For these, we use the Python scikit-learn package. 5 With the 5 baseline classifiers, for a fair comparison against the deep network models, we experiment with various lexicalized (i.e., based on N-grams and lexical resources) features where we identify the best settings for the value of N (we experiment with values from the set {1,2,3} and combinations of these) and various vocabulary sizes (we experiment with values between 20K and 80K). Here, we typically tune these hyper-parameters on the dev splits of each of the three datasets LAMA, DINA, and LAMA-DINA independently. We identify unigrams+bigrams (1g+2g) with a vocab size (V) = 50K as our best settings, and so we fix these across all experiments.
Evaluation: Since we run with several classifiers, we limit reported results to the harmonic mean of precision and recall: F-score (macroaverage). Unless otherwise indicated, we typically use the majority class in the training data of each respective set of experiments as our baseline. We now turn to describing our models under various conditions of supervision.
Models
Supervised Models
Data Splits: We first exploit LAMA and DINA, both of which have gold labels, in a supervised fashion. We split each of these data sets into 80% training (train), 10% development (dev), and 10% test (test) and first learn on each of them independently in a standard way where we train on train, tune performance on dev, and blind-test on test. We also merge the corresponding splits from each dataset (e.g., training set from each to acquire a combined train), forming a unified resource (LAMA-DINA) that we then exploit under the same supervised conditions. We consistently remove all our phrase seeds from the data before we perform any of the experiments, even when we run on external data. This is the case for all the experiments we report in the paper.
Two-Stage Classification: For all supervised experiments, we have a two-stage classification set-up: (1) binary where the models attempt to tease apart the emotion from the no-emotion categories, and (2) the 8-way emotion classification. We now present results with our three data settings.
LAMA: Table 3 shows results of our supervised learning settings in F-scores. As the Table shows, for the multiclass task on the 8 emotion categories, the best model on LAMA test is acquired with SVMs. SVMs achieve 63% F-score, an absolute gain of 48% over the majority class baseline and 5% higher than GRUs (which performs at 58%). For the binary task (i.e., emotion, no-emotion, the highest gains of 93% are with the Perceptron classifier (1% over GRUs), again 6% absolute improvement over the baseline.
DINA: As far as we know, we are the first to develop an Arabic emotion system. As such, there is no previous work to compare to. However, as we mention earlier, we acquire the DINA dataset developed by (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2016) and run experiments on it. As Table 3 shows, both SVMs and GRUs perform best on emotion classification on DINA (both at 54%, which is 36% over the baseline). For binary classification, both the Perceptron and GRUs achieve highest, with 98% (i.e., 4% above the baseline).
LAMA-DINA: As explained in Section 5, we merge the corresponding splits from LAMA and DINA to form a single resource (LAMA-DINA). For emotion classification, as in Table 3 , GRUs performs best (59% F-score, 43% over the baseline) on LAMA-DINA. For the binary task, GRUs also achieves better than other classifiers, with 94% F-score (4% above the baseline).
Emotion Lexica: Again, for a fairer comparison with our deep learning models, we experiment with adding lexicon-based features to our online classifiers: Fixing N-grams to 1g + 2g and V = 50K, we use the translated version of the emotion lexicon EmoLex (Mohammad and Turney, 2013) (which has entries for the 8 emotion categories): We add 1 binary feature based on the lexicon to the emotion vs. no-emotion stage and 8 binary features (one feature corresponding to each emotion category) to the emotion stage. However, we do not find EmoLex features to help, and so we do not use them in further experiments. 6 Across all the supervised experiments, for both the binary and 8−way emotion classification tasks, our best models are significantly higher than the respective baselines (i.e., at least < p= 0.05).
Distant Supervision with Seeds
We train exclusively on the LAMA-DIST dataset we acquire with seed expressions (as described in Section 3), directly testing performance on LAMA-DINA test set. Across all classifiers, we use the same hyper-parameters described in Section 5). The current and the next sets of experiments (6.3) are focused on emotion detection (the 8 types) and are both reported in Table 4 . As Table  4 shows, with more training data, GRUs performs better than all other classifiers (53% F-score) and is followed by PAC (42%). GRUs' performance is 23% over the baseline, but 6% less than our best result on the same LAMA-DINA test set reported under full supervised (59%, also acquired with GRUs in Section 6.1). This demonstrates the benefit of our phrase-based approach in absence of gold data. We now turn to investigating the utility of employing distant supervision in a scenario where human-labeled data do exist. Table 4 : Results of distant supervision and hybrid supervision on LAMA-DINA test set. Lama-Dist: Twitter data we collect with the same phrase-based approach we use in our annotation study. Lama-D2: lama-dina+lama-dist. The 59% base-g for the LAMA-D2 setting is what we acquire with gold data (LAMA-DINA training data) with GRUs. We only show average performance with our Lama-Dist training data, for space.
Hybrid Supervision with Seeds
In this iteration of experiments, we merge LAMA-DIST with the training split of LAMA-DINA (80% of the LAMA-DINA data) to form a single training set LAMA-D2. As Table 4 shows, with LAMA-D2 as train, GRUs model performance reaches its highest F-score of 70%, an absolute gain of 40% over the majority class baseline (base) and 11% absolute gain over the best emotion gold model on the same combined LAMA-Dina test set, a second reasonable baseline (base-g, acquired with GRUs). This is the best model we report in this paper, and is a statistically significant gain over base and base-g (< p= 0.01 and < p= 0.05, respectively). These results further demonstrate the advantage of our first-person phrase seed approach for emotion detection. Based on the current and previous set of experiments, we find that this specific distant supervision approach is valuable when used alone but even more so when used to augment existing gold data.
Validation on External Data
We further validate our data acquistion approach and models on an externa dataset. For this, we use the SemEval 2018 (SE-18) (Mohammad and Kiritchenko, 2018) dataset comprised of 4 emotions (described in Table 1 ) that was recently released. We only use our best-performing classifier, i.e., GRUs with the same settings as described in Section 5, in this set of experiments. We train GRUs with 5 training data splits and acquire results in F-scores as follows: (a) SE-18 (36%), (b) LamaDina (28%), (c) Lama-Dist (39%), (d) Lama-D2 (41%), and (e) Lama-D2+SE-18 (46%). We report only results with conditions (a), (d), and (e) in Table 5 . As these results show, using only our automatic data (condition (c)), we improve 3% over training with we add up our distant supervision and gold data (i.e., with Lama-D2), absolute gain goes up to 5%. Augmenting SE-18 with Lama-D2 gives 46% Fscore. This is a whole 10% improvement over SE-18 and 20% absolute gain over the 26% majority class baseline. These significant gains on the SE-18 external dataset further demonstrate the utility of our phrase based data acquisition approach, and the advantage of our models.
Negative Results with MT
In absence of labeled data, MT can be been used for converting labeled data from a source language (often English) into one or more target languages for classification. Although, to the best of our knowledge, there are currently no attempts to exploit MT for emotion detection, there have been successful efforts on the (conceptually relevant) task of sentiment analysis. Examples of sentiment systems employing MT include Hiroshi et al. (2004) Clearly, MT has its limitations. Hence, whether MT will be as useful for emotion as it proved to be for sentiment is in our view an interesting question. As a first attempt to explore answers, we experiment with the MT-DIST data described in Section 3 under two settings: (a) We train exclusively on MT-DIST and test on LAMA-DINA, and (b) We merge MT-DIST with the training split of LAMA-DINA to form a single training set that we refer to as MT-D2. Again, we use the same settings as described in 5 with both the online classifiers and GRUs, and directly test on LAMA-DINA test set. For space limitations, we do not report the full results from this cycle of experiments with MT here. We do note, however, that we acquire no gains on either of the two settings: With MT-DIST functioning as our training data, the best model we acquire is with GRUs (only at 10% F-score, i.e., 5% less than the baseline). Similarly, with MT-D2 as train, GRUs acquires a best result of 20%, a performance 39% less than the 59% we acquire with GRUs using the LAMA-DINA gold data (reported in Table 3 ). This shows that MT data hurts emotion classification when used for training. A full understanding of why it is that MT does not help emotion classification is beyond our current work. However, we hypothesize a number of reasons could account for our findings. Intuitively, MT is in general prone to errors and these could be naturally propagating to our models. In addition, the original Twitter dataset which we convert into MT-DIST is acquired via distant supervision, a regime that may have its own biases and noise. From a theoretical perspective, although early psychological research claimed the universality (i.e., cross-cultural nature) of basic emotions, such work is based on facial expression premises, not language, and are not uncontroversial (Barrett, 2017; Mesquita et al., 2017) . We suspect there are cross-cultural variations, even in these primary emotions, that current MT technologies cannot capture. Finally, the fact that our test data involves Dialectal Arabic (a range of varieties Google's production MT models do not currently handle) is in all likelihood responsible for a share of the errors.
Conclusion
In this paper, we evaluated the feasibility of automatic acquisition of emotion data from the Twitter domain using an approach based on first-person expressions. We validated the method via a careful, manual annotation study. We then developed successful supervised, distant supervised, and hybrid supervised models exploiting the data and validated our methods on an external dataset. We also explored the utility of using MT for emotion detection, providing initial insights that we hope will ultimately lead to enhanced, cross-cultural understandings of emotion. In the future, we plan to extend our models to different emotion categories and possibly other languages.
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